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III
Chapter EQUIPMENT

(sections 1 and 2 introduced on 1.01.00).

Section 1: general provisions

Principles

1.3.001 Each licence holder shall ensure that his equipment (bicycle with accessories and other devices fit-
ted, headgear, clothing, etc.) does not, by virtue of its quality, materials or design, constitute any
danger to himself or to others.

1.3.001 Each licence holder shall ensure that the equipment he uses on the occasion of road, track or cyclo- 
bis cross events shall be approved by the UCI according to the specifications of the Approval Protocols in

force and available on the UCI Website.

(article introduced on 1.01.11).

1.3.002 The UCI shall not be liable for any consequences deriving from the choice of the equipment used by
licence holders, nor for any defects it may have or its non-compliance. Equipment used must meet
applicable official quality and safety standards.

A licence holder is not authorised to modify, in any way, the equipment given by the manufacturer
used in competition.

(text modified on 1.04.07; 1.10.11).

1.3.003 In no event shall the fact that a rider has been able to take part in the competition give rise to liabili-
ty on the part of the UCI; checks on equipment that may be carried out by the commissaires or by
an agent or a body of the UCI being limited to compliance with purely sporting requirements. Where
required, checks on equipment and material may be carried out, after the race, at the request of the
president of the commissaires’ panel, or that of an agent or body of the UCI.

For that purpose, the commissaire and the UCI can requisition equipment for a subsequent check, if
necessary even during the race, after the rider changed it.

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.07.10; 1.10.11).
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Technical innovations

1.3.004 Except in mountain bike racing, no technical innovation regarding anything used, worn or carried by
any rider or license holder during a competition (bicycles, equipment mounted on them, accessories,
helmets, clothing, means of communication, etc.) may be used until approved by the UCI. Requests
for approval shall be submitted to the UCI, accompanied by all necessary documentation. 

Participation to the examination costs is to be paid by the applicant and is determined by the UCI
Management Committee according to the complexity of the submitted technical innovation.

At Material Commission’s instigation, the UCI executive bureau studies the admissibility of the tech-
nical innovation from a sporting point of view and answers within 6 months from the submission
date. The innovation comes into force as from the acceptance date.

There is no technical innovation in the sense of the present article if the innovation entirely falls
within the specifications foreseen in the regulations. 

(text modified on 1.01.02; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.02.11). 

1.3.005 If at the start of a competition or stage the commissaires' panel considers that a rider arrives with a
technical innovation or an equipment not yet accepted by the UCI, it shall refuse to permit the rider
to start with such an innovation. 

In the event of use in competition, the rider shall automatically be expelled from the competition or
disqualified. There shall be no right to appeal against the decision of the commissaire's panel. 

If this technical innovation or the equipment not yet accepted by the UCI are not noticed or sanc-
tioned by the commissaire's panel, the UCI disciplinary commission shall order the disqualification.
The UCI shall refer to the disciplinary commission, either automatically or at the request of all inter-
ested. The disciplinary commission will only apply sanctions after having received the opinion of the
equipment commission. 

In out of competition situations, the UCI shall decide whether an item should be considered a techni-
cal innovation and whether the procedure provided for in article 1.3.004 is to be followed. 

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.02.12). 

Section 2: bicycles 

Preamble
Bicycles shall comply with the spirit and principle of cycling as a sport. The spirit presupposes that
cyclists will compete in competitions on an equal footing. The principle asserts the primacy of man
over machine.
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Principles

Definition
1.3.006 The bicycle is a vehicle with two wheels of equal diameter. The front wheel shall be steerable; the

rear wheel shall be driven through a system comprising pedals and a chain.

Type
1.3.007 Bicycles and their accessories shall be of a type that is sold for use by anyone practising cycling as a sport. 

As a result of production imperatives (time constraints), an exception may be requested from the
UCI for equipment that is a final product and that will be marketed in the nine months after its first
use in competition. The manufacturer must however publish information on the equipment in ques-
tion in advance and announce the date of its market launch.

The use of equipment designed especially for the attainment of a particular performance (record or
other) shall be not authorised.

(text modified on 1.11.10; 1.10.11).

Position
1.3.008 The rider shall normally assume a sitting position on the bicycle. This position requires that the only

points of support are the following: the feet on the pedals, the hands on the handlebars and the
seat on the saddle.

(text modified on 1.01.09).

Steering
1.3.009 The bicycle should have handlebars which allow it to be ridden and manoeuvred in any circum-

stances and in complete safety.

Propulsion
1.3.010 The bicycle shall be propelled solely, through a chainset, by the legs (inferior muscular chain) mov-

ing in a circular movement, without electric or other assistance.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

Technical specifications

Except where stated to the contrary, the following technical specifications shall apply to bicycles
used in road, track and cyclo-cross racing.

The specific characteristics of bicycles used in mountain bike, BMX, trials, indoor cycling and para-
cycling for riders with disabilities are set out in the part regulating the discipline in question.

(text modified on 1.01.05; 25.06.07).

§ 2
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1.3.011 a) Measurements (see diagram «Measurements (1)»)
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1.3.012 A bicycle shall not measure more that 185 cm in length and 50 cm in width overall.

A tandem shall not measure more than 270 cm in length and 50 cm in width overall.

1.3.013 The peak of the saddle shall be a minimum of 5 cm to the rear of a vertical plane passing through
the bottom bracket spindle. This restriction shall not be applied to the bicycle ridden by a rider in a
sprint event on track (flying 200 m, flying lap, sprint, team sprint, keirin, 500 metres and 1 kilome-
tre); however, in no circumstances shall the peak of the saddle extend in front of a vertical line pass-
ing through the bottom bracket spindle. 

The peak of the saddle can be move forward until the vertical line passing through the bottom bracket
spindle where that is necessary for morphological reasons. By morphological reasons should be under-
stood everything to do with the size and limb length of the rider.

Any rider who, for these reasons, considers that he needs to use a bicycle of lesser dimensions than
those given shall inform the commissaires' panel to that effect when presenting his licence. In that
case, the panel may conduct the following test. Using a plumb-line, they shall check to see whether,
when pedalling, the point of the rider's knee when at its foremost position passes beyond a vertical
line passing through the pedal spindle (see diagram «Measurements (2)»). 

(text modified on 1.10.10; 1.02.12).
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1.3.014 The plane passing through the highest points at the front and rear of the saddle shall be horizontal.
The length of the saddle shall be 24 cm minimum and 30 cm maximum. 

(text modified on 1.01.03; 1.02.12). 

1.3.015 The distance between the bottom bracket spindle and the ground shall be between 24 cm minimum
and maximum 30 cm.

1.3.016 The distance between the vertical passing through the bottom bracket spindle and the front wheel
spindle shall be between 54 cm minimum and 65 cm maximum (1).

The distance between the vertical passing through the bottom bracket spindle and the rear wheel
spindle shall be between 35 cm minimum and maximum 50 cm.

1.3.017 The distance between the internal extremities of the front forks shall not exceed 10.5 cm; the dis-
tance between the internal extremities of the rear triangle shall not exceed 13.5 cm. 

1.3.018 Wheels of the bicycle may vary in diameter between 70 cm maximum and 55 cm minimum, includ-
ing the tyre. For the cyclo-cross bicycle the width of the tyre (measured between the widest parts)
shall not exceed 33 mm and it may not incorporate any form of spike or stud. 

For massed start competitions in the disciplines road and cyclo-cross, only wheel designs granted
prior approval by the UCI may be used. Wheels shall have at least 12 spokes; spokes can be round,
flattened or oval, as far as no dimension of their sections exceeds 10 mm. In order to be granted
approval wheels must have passed a rupture test as prescribed by the UCI in a laboratory approved
by the UCI. The test results must show that the rupture characteristics obtained are compatible with
those resulting from an impact sustained during normal use of the wheel. The following criteria must
be fulfilled:
• On impact, no element of the wheel may become detached and be expelled outwards.
• The rupture must not present any shattered or broken off elements, or any sharp or serrated

surfaces that could harm the user, other riders and/or third parties.
• The rupture characteristics must not cause the hub to become separated from the rim in such a

way that the wheel becomes detached from the forks.

Without prejudice to the tests imposed by the laws, regulations or customs, standard (traditional)
wheels are exempted from the rupture test referred to above. A traditional wheel is deemed to be a
wheel with at least 16 metal spokes; the spokes may be round, flat or oval, provided that no
dimension of their cross sections exceeds 2.4 mm; the section of the rim must not exceed 2.5 cm
on each side.

Notwithstanding this article, the choice and use of wheels remains subject to articles 1.3.001 to
1.3.003.

(text modified on 1.01.02; 1.01.03; 1.09.03; 1.01.05; 1.07.10).
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1.3.019 b) Weight
The weight of the bicycle cannot be less than 6.8 kilograms.

1.3.020 c) Configuration
For road competitions other than time trials and for cyclo-cross competitions, the frame of the bicycle
shall be of a traditional pattern, i.e. built around a main triangle. It shall be constructed of straight or
tapered tubular elements (which may be round, oval, flattened, teardrop shaped or otherwise in
cross-section) such that the form of each element encloses a straight line. The elements of the frame
shall be laid out such that the joining points shall follow the following pattern: the top tube (1) con-
nects the top of the head tube (2) to the top of the seat tube (4); the seat tube (from which the
seat post shall extend) shall connect to the bottom bracket shell; the down tube (3) shall connect
the bottom bracket shell to the bottom of the head tube. The rear triangles shall be formed by the
chain stays (6), the seat stays (5) and the seat tube (4) with the seat stays anchored to the seat
tube at points falling within the limits laid down for the slope of the top tube.

The maximum height of the elements shall be 8 cm and the minimum thickness 2.5 cm. The mini-
mum thickness shall be reduced to 1 cm for the chain stays (6) and the seat stays (5). The mini-
mum thickness of the elements of the front fork shall be 1 cm; these may be straight or curved (7).
(See diagram «Shape (1)»).

The top tube may slope, provided that this element fits within a horizontal template defined by a
maximum height of 16 cm and a minimum thickness of 2.5 cm.

The effective width of the head tube zone may not exceed 16 cm at the narrowest point between
the inner join of the top tube and down tube and the front of the box for the head tube. 

(text modified on 7.06.00; 1.01.05; 1.02.12).
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1.3.021 For road time trials and for track competitions, the elements of the bicycle frame may be tubular or
solid, assembled or cast in a single piece in any form (including arches, cradles, beams or any
other). These elements, including the bottom bracket shell, shall fit within a template of the «trian-
gular form» defined in article 1.3.020. (See diagram «Shape (2)»). The effective width of the
head tube zone may not exceed 16 cm at the narrowest point between the inner join of the top
tube and down tube and the front of the box for the head tube.

Additionally, the compensation triangle between the top tube and down tube is replaced by a com-
pensatory joint zone 16 cm wide delimited at its foremost by the front of the box for the head tube.

(text modified on 7.06.00; 1.01.05; 1.02.11). 



1.3.022 d) Structure
In competitions other than those covered by article 1.3.023, only the traditional type of handlebars
(see diagram «structure 1») may be used. The handlebars must be positioned in an area defined as
follows: above, by the horizontal plane of the point of support of the saddle (B); below, by the hori-
zontal line passing through the highest point of the two wheels (these being of equal diameter) (C);
at the rear by the axis of the steerer tube (D) and at the front by a vertical line passing through the
front wheel spindle with a 5 cm tolerance (see diagram «Structure (1A)»). The distance referred to
in point (A) is not applicable to the bicycle of a rider who takes part in a sprint event on track (flying
200 m, flying lap, sprint, team sprint, keirin, 500 metres and 1 kilometre), but must not exceed
10 cm in relation to the vertical line passing through the front wheel spindle.

The brake controls attached to the handlebars shall consist of two supports with levers. It must be
possible to operate the brakes by pulling on the levers with the hands on the lever supports. Any
extension to or reconfiguration of the supports to enable an alternative use is prohibited. A combined
system of brake and gear controls is authorised.

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.02.12).

1.3.023 For road time trials and individual and team pursuit on the track, a fixed extension may be added to
the steering system; in this instance, only a position where the forearms are in the horizontal plane
is permitted. It is also possible to add a handlebar extension for the 500 m and kilometre time trials
on the track, but in this case, the position of the tip of the saddle must be at least 5 cm behind the
vertical plane passing through the bottom bracket axle. The distance between the vertical line pass-
ing through the bottom bracket axle and the extremity of the handlebar may not exceed 75 cm,
with the other limits set in article 1.3.022 (B,C,D) remaining unchanged. Elbow or forearm rests are
permitted (see diagram «Structure (1B)»).
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For road time trial competitions, controls or levers fixed to the handlebar extension may extend
beyond the 75 cm limit as long as they do not constitute a change of use, particularly that of provid-
ing an alternative hand position beyond the 75 cm mark.

For the track and road competitions covered by the first paragraph, the distance of 75 cm may be
increased to 80 cm to the extent that this is required for morphological reasons; «morphological rea-
sons» should be taken as meaning anything regarding the size or length of the rider's body parts. A
rider who, for this reason, considers that he needs to make use of a distance between 75 and 80 cm
must inform the commissaires' panel at the moment that he presents his licence. In such cases the
commissaires' panel may carry out the following test: ensuring that the angle between the forearm and
upper arm does not exceed 120° when the rider is in a racing position.

(text modified on 7.06.00; 1.01.05; 1.04.07; 1.01.09; 1.02.12).

1.3.024 Any device, added or blended into the structure, that is destined to decrease, or which has the effect
of decreasing, resistance to air penetration or artificially to accelerate propulsion, such as a protective
screen, fuselage form fairing or the like, shall be prohibited.
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A protective screen shall be defined as a fixed component that serves as a windscreen or windbreak
designed to protect another fixed element of the bicycle in order to reduce its wind resistance. 

A fuselage form shall be defined as an extension or streamlining of a section. This shall be tolerated
as long as the ratio between the length L and the diameter D does not exceed 3. 
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A fairing shall be defined as the use or adaptation of a component of the bicycle in such a fashion
that it encloses a moving part of the bicycle such as the wheels or the chainset. Therefore it should
be possible to pass a rigid card (like a credit card) between the fixed structure and the moving part. 
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1.3.024 Bottles shall be integrated in the frame and may only be located on the down and seat tubes on the  
bis inside of the frame and cannot be integrated to the frame. The dimensions of the cross sections of a

bottle used in competition must not exceed 10 cm or be less than 4 cm and their capacity must be a
minimum of 400 ml and a maximum of 800 ml.

(article introduced on 1.10.11; text modified on 1.01.13).

1.3.025 Freewheels, multiple gears and brakes are not permitted for use on the track during competition or
training. 
Disc brakes are allowed in cyclo-cross training and competition. 
For races on the road and cyclo-cross, the use of fixed sprocket is forbidden: a braking system that
acts on both wheels is required. 

(text modified on 1.09.04; 1.01.05; 1.01.09, 1.07.09; 1.07.10).

Section 3: riders' clothing

General provisions

1.3.026 When competing, all riders shall wear a jersey with sleeves and a pair of shorts, possibly in the form
of a one-piece skinsuit. By shorts it is understood that these are shorts that come above the knee.
Sleeveless jerseys shall be forbidden. 

However, for downhill and 4-cross mountain bike events, BMX, trials and indoor cycling, specific pro-
visions are laid down in the part of the regulations concerning the discipline in question.

(text modified on 1.01.02; 1.01.04; 1.01.05).

1.3.027 Jerseys shall be sufficiently distinct from world champions', UCI cup and classification leaders' and
national jerseys to avoid confusion.

1.3.028 Save in cases expressly provided for in the regulations, no distinctive jersey may be awarded or worn.

1.3.029 No item of clothing may hide the lettering on the jersey or the rider's identification number, particu-
larly in competition and at official ceremonies.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.030 Rain capes must be transparent or made to look like the jersey.

(text modified on 1.01.00).
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1.3.031 1. Wearing a rigid safety helmet shall be mandatory during competitions and training sessions in
the following disciplines: track, mountain bike, cyclo-cross, trials and BMX, para-cycling, as well
as during cycling for all events.

2. During competitions on the road, a rigid safety helmet shall be worn. 

Except where legal provisions determine otherwise, riders taking part in UCI WorldTour events
may, at their own risk, refrain from wearing a helmet during individual time trial races taking
place entirely on a mountainous course. Every discussion regarding the qualification «entirely on
a mountainous course» will be decided by the commissaires’ panel. 

3. Each rider shall be responsible for:
- ensuring that the helmet is approved in compliance with an official security standard and

that the helmet can be identified as approved;
- wearing the helmet in accordance with the security regulations in order to ensure full protec-

tion, including but not limited to a correct adjustment on the head as well as a correct
adjustment of the chin strap;

- avoiding any manipulation which could compromise the protective characteristics of the hel-
met and not wearing a helmet which has been undergone manipulation or an incident
which might have compromised its protective characteristics;

- using only an approved helmet that has not suffered any accident or shock;
- using only a helmet that has not been altered or had any element added or removed in

terms of design or form.

(text modified on 5.05.03; 1.01.04; 1.08.04; 1.01.05; 1.02.07; 1.07.11).

1.3.032 [abrogated].

1.3.033 It is forbidden to wear non-essential items of clothing or items designed to influence the perfor-
mances of a rider such as reducing air resistance or modifying the body of the rider (compression,
stretching, support). 

Items of clothing or equipment may be considered essential where weather conditions make them
appropriate for the safety or the health of the rider. In this case, the nature and texture of the cloth-
ing or equipment must be clearly and solely justified by the need to protect the rider from bad
weather conditions. Discretion in this respect is left to the race commissaires. 

The use of shoe covers is prohibited during events on a covered track.

Equipment (helmets, shoes, jerseys, shorts, etc.) worn by the rider may not be adapted to serve any
other purpose apart from that of clothing or safety by the addition or incorporation of mechanical or
electronic systems which are not approved as technical innovations under article 1.3.004. 

(text modified on 1.01.02; 1.01.04; 1.04.07; 1.10.10; 1.02.12). 
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1.3.034 During competitions, riders' attendants may not bear any advertising matter on their clothing other
than that authorised for their team's riders for the race in question.

Teams registered with the UCI

General observations
1.3.035 Each team may have only a single design for clothing (colours and layout) which may not be altered for

the duration of the calendar year. Any permanent change to clothing must be duly justified and submit-
ted for approval to the President of the Professional Cycling Council for UCI ProTeams, or the President of
the Road Commission for other UCI-registered teams. Each team may use different clothing for one full
event each year. The clothing must be submitted for approval to the President of the UCI WorldTour for
UCI ProTeams, or the President of the Road Commission for other UCI-registered teams, at least 21 days
before the event in question. The application may be rejected for reasons considered valid for the case in
question, in particular any similarity to the clothing of another team. 

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.05; 1.10.09).

1.3.036 UCI ProTeams and professional continental teams must submit for approval, before production, their
clothing to UCI no later than December 1st before the year in question. Other teams shall submit for
approval their clothing to the national federation of the team at the moment of the team registration
no later than December 10st before the year in question. 

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.10.11).

1.3.037 Riders' clothing shall always be identical to the specimen lodged.

(text modified on 1.01.99).

Advertising matter
1.3.038 The name, company logo or trade mark of the principal partner shall be preponderant (thicker char-

acters) and placed in the upper part of the jersey, both on the front and the back.

If there be two principal partners registered with UCI, one of them least shall appear as mentioned
above.

1.3.039 The order in which the two principal partners appear on the jersey may be inverted from one race to
another during the calendar year. 

1.3.040 [abrogated on 1st January 1998].

1.3.041 [abrogated].

1.3.042 Other advertising inscriptions may be freely used and can vary from one race or country to another. 
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1.3.043 In all cases, the advertising matter and its layout shall be the same for all riders of a given team in
the same competition. 

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.05).

1.3.044 In track events, by mutual agreement between the race organiser and the team, the team jersey may
be replaced by a jersey devoid of advertising matter, not even bearing the name of the team itself. 

In six-day races, the organiser may impose jerseys with the advertisement of his choice, while allow-
ing the rider's sponsor to place its name in a rectangle of maximum 6 cm in height.

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.05).

Regional and club teams

General observations
1.3.045 For the events on the national calendar, the team may only use a single design of clothing (colours

and arrangement) which must remain unaltered throughout the calendar year. In other respects, the
matter shall be decided by the national federation of the country where the race is run.

For events on the international calendar, the rules below shall apply to riders belonging to a regional
or club team, with the exception of riders who are also members of a team registered with the UCI.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.046 Each regional or club team for whom one or more riders take part in an event on the international
calendar must, at the start of the year, notify the details of their clothing to their national federation
specifying in detail the colours and their arrangement and the main sponsors.

The name of the region and/or club may appear, in full or in abbreviated form, on the jersey.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.047 Riders for the club shall wear uniform clothing complying exactly with that described in the notifica-
tion referred to in article 1.3.046. Unless specifically provided for, no rider shall be permitted to ride
in the colours of any association or company other than those of the club given on his licence.

Advertising matter
1.3.048 Clubs may display the names (logo or trade mark) of their commercial sponsors on their clothing by

way of advertising.

A prior written agreement has to be concluded between the club and the sponsor.

1.3.049 The name, logo or trade mark of the sponsor(s) may be used freely on the jersey. In addition the

§ 3
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jersey may bear other lettering which may even differ from one race or country to another, without
any limitation on the number.

(text modified on 1.01.00).

1.3.050 [abrogated on 1st January 2005].

Leaders' clothing 

Stage races
1.3.051 A classification leader's jersey in stage races must be sufficiently distinct from those of the teams

and clubs, as well as from national jerseys, world champions' jerseys and those of UCI cups, series
and classification leaders.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.052 (N) An individual general classification leader's jersey shall be mandatory.

1.3.053 (N) Advertising on a leader's jersey shall be reserved for the organiser of the race.

However, on the upper front and back of the jersey, in a rectangle 32 cm high and 30 cm wide, the
lower 22 cm shall be reserved for use by the teams on a white background. The principal partner(s)
of a team shall stand out there from all other advertisements.

This provision shall also apply to the skinsuit worn by the leader; the lower part (shorts) of the skin-
suit shall be reserved for team advertising within a 9 cm wide horizontal band on each leg.

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.05).

1.3.054 The wearer of the leader's jersey shall be entitled to match the colour of his shorts to that of the 
jersey.

(text modified on 1.01.99).

1.3.055 In time trial stages, leaders may wear the aerodynamic jersey or skinsuit of their teams if the 
organiser does not provide an aerodynamic leader's jersey or skinsuit.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

UCI cups, series and classifications
1.3.055 1. The designs of the leader's jerseys for UCI cups, series and classifications are determined by the 

bis UCI and are their exclusive property. They may not be reproduced without UCI authorisation.
They may not be altered, except as regards the advertising space reserved for the wearer's team.
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2. Advertising on the leader’s jerseys of UCI cups, series and classifications is reserved for the UCI.

However, on the upper front and back of the jersey, in a rectangle 32 cm high and 30 cm
wide, the lower 22 cm shall be reserved for use by the teams on a white background. The prin-
cipal partner(s) of a team shall stand out there from all other advertisements.

This provision shall also apply to the skinsuit worn by the leader; the lower part (shorts) of the
skinsuit shall be reserved for team advertising within a 9 cm wide horizontal band on each leg.

3. The wearer of the leader's jersey shall be entitled to match the colour of his shorts to that of the
jersey.

4. In time trial stages, leaders may wear the aerodynamic jersey or skinsuit of their teams if the
UCI does not provide an aerodynamic leader's jersey or skinsuit.

5. Wearing the leader’s jersey or corresponding piping is prohibited as soon as the anti-doping
commission, after the review described in article 204 of the anti-doping rules, asserts that the
rider committed an anti-doping violation and until his definitive acquittal.

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.09.05; 1.01.06; 1.01.09).

National team clothing

1.3.056 National federations shall submit to the commissaires’ panel of events as specified in art. 1.3.059,
a sample of their national team clothing for validation. The design, color, place and size of the
advertising spaces of the validated equipment must be identical for all athletes participating to the
applicable events.

We encourage you to present to the UCI your national apparels before sending them for final production.

(text modified on 17.07.98; 1.01.04; 25.06.07).

1.3.057 The following advertising shall be authorised:
• front of the jersey: 2 rectangular zones of 64 cm2 maximum;
• area comprising shoulders and sleeves: strip of maximum 5 cm high;
• on the sides of the jersey: a 9 cm wide strip;
• sides of the shorts: a 9 cm wide strip;
• the manufacturer's label (25 cm2) may appear once only on the jersey and once on each leg of

the shorts.

Advertising matter on jersey and shorts may vary from one rider to another.
The design of the jersey and shorts may vary from one category of rider to another.

§ 5
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Advertising on protective leggings worn for downhill mountain bike, trials and BMX events is not
subject to the advertising restrictions on shorts.

Additionally, the rider's name may appear on the back of the jersey.

The above measures also apply to other items of clothing worn during competition (rain jackets, etc.).

(text modified on 1.01.00; 1.01.03; 1.01.04; 1.01.05).

1.3.058 The advertising spaces shall be reserved for the use of the national federation except in the follow-
ing cases: 
a) track world cup

for riders belonging to a team registered with the UCI, the advertising spaces are reserved for
the team, except for a rectangular zone of 64 cm2 on the front of the jersey which is reserved
for the national federation.

b) cyclo-cross world cup
If the rider has one or more sponsors, a rectangle of height 10 cm and width 30 cm on the
front and rear of the jersey shall in the first instance be reserved for their use. In this case these
rectangles comprise the only advertising spaces available on these parts of the jersey. If and
only if there is no advertising for a rider's sponsors, the national federation may make use of
two rectangular zones of 64 cm2 on the front of the jersey.  

Riders who belong to a trade team or club can wear the jersey of their trade team or club, as
long as they notify the National Federation of this when they apply for selection. Otherwise the
National Federation may require the wearing of the national jersey. The national jersey is com-
pulsory for the U23 and Junior National teams.

c) BMX world and continental championships and challenges
If the rider has one or more sponsors, a rectangle of height 10 cm on the front of the jersey
shall be reserved for their use. In this case these rectangles comprise the only advertising spaces
available on these parts of the jersey. If and only if there is no advertising for a rider's sponsors,
the national federation may make use of two rectangular zones of 64 cm2 on the front of the
jersey. The other advertising spaces on the jersey (shoulder and sleeve strip, sides) are reserved
in the first instance for the national federation. 

Each rider having received a UCI permanent number (as outlined in § 10, Title 6 of the UCI regula-
tions), must print his number on the jersey according to the following principles:
A. The colour of the number must be in strong contrast with the colour of the background.
B. The distance between the digits must be 1.5 cm
C. The minimum height of the number must be 20 centimeters
D. The width of the numbers shall be:

- minimum 10 cm for one digit numbers
- minimum 20 cm for two digit numbers
- minimum 25 cm for three digit numbers
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E. There should be a minimum of 5 cm of free space without publicity around the number.
F. As an option, he must display his last name across the shoulders, above the number.

(text modified on 17.07.98; 1.01.05; 14.10.08; 19.06.09).

1.3.059 The wearing of national team clothing shall be mandatory:
• at world championships
• at continental championships
• for the riders of a national team 
• during Olympic and Paralympic Games, in accordance with the IOC and NOC Regulations.
The world, continental and national champions must comply with this rule and wear their national
team clothing while participating in the events cited here before. 

(text modified on 1.01.98; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.01.06; 1.10.10).

World champion's jersey

1.3.060 The right to the «rainbow colours» is the exclusive property of the UCI. 
Any commercial use of the rainbow colours is strictly prohibited.

(text modified on 1.10.10). 

1.3.061 The design, including colours and layout, of each world champion's jersey according to category and/or
discipline, as well as the distinctive logo of the UCI Team Time Trial World Champions, are  the exclusive
property of the UCI. The jersey, and the distinctive logo for the UCI Team Time Trial World Champions,
may not be reproduced without UCI authorisation. The design may in no way be modified.

(text modified on 1.10.10; 1.07.12).  

1.3.062 [abrogated on 1st January 2005].

1.3.063 Until the day before the world championship of the following year, the world champions must wear their
jersey in all events in the discipline, speciality and category in which they won their title, and in no other
event. 

The world champion team of the UCI Team Time Trial shall wear the distinctive logo on their jerseys in all
road events from 1 January until 31 December in the year following the World Championship event.

The world champion in the individual time trial is not authorised to wear the world champion’s jersey dur-
ing team trial events.

In six-day races, only madison world champions may wear the jersey, even if they are not paired together.

§ 6
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The world champion jersey, or the distinctive logo for the UCI Team Time Trial World Champions, must
be worn at every opportunity with public exposure, in particular during competitions, awards ceremonies,
press conferences, television interviews, autograph sessions, photo sessions and other occasions. 

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.01.06; 1.10.10; 1.07.12). 

1.3.064 Without prejudice to paragraph 2 below, only the current world champion rider may wear rainbow
piping on his equipment (such as bike, helmet, shoes) as per the technical specifications in the
brochure which will be sent to him by the UCI. However, he may use the equipment bearing the
rainbow piping only in events of the discipline, speciality and category in which he won the title and
in no other event.
When he no longer holds the title of world champion, a rider may wear rainbow piping on the collar
and cuffs of his jersey, to the exclusion of any other equipment, as per the technical specifications in
the brochure which will be sent to him by the UCI. However, he may wear such a jersey only in
events of the discipline, speciality and category in which he won the title and in no other event. In
compliance with the provisions 1.3.056 and 1.3.059, he is not authorized to add the rainbow pip-
ing on his national team clothing.
Any equipment bearing the rainbow piping shall be submitted to UCI for approval before production. 

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.09.05; 24.09.07; 1.10.10). 

1.3.065 Wearing the world champion’s jersey or the rainbow piping is prohibited as soon as the anti-doping
commission, after the review described in article 204 of the anti-doping rules, asserts that the rider
committed an anti-doping violation and until his definitive acquittal.

(text modified on 1.01.05; 1.09.05).

1.3.066 The world champion's jersey awarded at the official ceremony may carry no advertising matter other
than that determined by the UCI.

1.3.067 The world champion shall be entitled to have advertising matter placed on his jersey from the day
following the official ceremony until the day before the next world championships. 

The exact location of advertising space is defined in the brochure provided by the UCI to each nation-
al federation of which a rider becomes world champion.

The wearer of the world champion's jersey shall be entitled to match the colour of his shorts to that
of the jersey.

(text modified on 1.01.01; 1.10.10). 
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National champion's jersey

1.3.068 National road, track, cyclo-cross, mountain bike, BMX, trials and indoor cycling champions must
wear their jersey in all events in the discipline, speciality and category in which they won their title
and no other event. 

In a six-day event, only madison national champions must wear the jersey even if they are not
paired together.

(N) When he no longer holds the title of national champion, a rider must wear piping in national
colours on the collar and cuffs of his jersey as per the technical specifications determined by the
national federation. However, he must wear such a jersey only in events of the discipline, speciality
and category in which he won the title and in no other event. 
Wearing the national champion’s jersey or piping in national colours is prohibited as soon as the
anti-doping commission, after the review described in article 204 of the anti-doping rules, asserts
that the rider committed an anti-doping violation and until his definitive acquittal.

The national champion jersey must be worn whenever a rider is engaged in activities on the track,
awards ceremonies, press conferences, television interviews, autograph sessions and other occasions
which require a good presentation.

(text modified on 1.01.99; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.01.06; 1.10.10; 1.01.13). 

1.3.069 The specificities concerning the design of the national champion jersey are described in the brochure
available on the UCI website. These specificities are applicable for all the disciplines.

Before production, the national champion jersey design (colours, flag, drawing) reproduced by the
titled rider must be approved by the concerned national federation and must respect the latter’s dis-
positions.
Each national federation must have its national champion jersey design registered by the UCI, for
each discipline, at least 21 days before the national championships of the discipline in question.

The wearer of a national champion's jersey shall be entitled to match the colour of his shorts to that
of the jersey.

However, under the prior approval of the concerned National Federation and instead of wearing a
traditional national champions jersey in the sense of the provision 1.3.068, the national champions
in MTB DHI, MTB 4X and BMX have the possibility to wear a distinct national champion jersey with
the left arm sleeve representing the flag of the rider’s country. No advertising is authorized on that
left arm sleeve of the national champion jersey. Apart from the left arm sleeve and without prejudice
to the provisions 1.3.026 to 1.3.044, the remaining spaces (e.g. front, back and right arm sleeve)
are let at the disposal of the riders for their usual sponsors. The specificities are described in the
brochure available on the UCI website.

(text modified on 1.01.01; 1.01.04; 1.10.10; 1.07.11). 

§ 7
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Continental champion's jersey

1.3.070 If a jersey is awarded at a continental championship, the rider may wear it in all races in the discipline,
speciality and category in which he won the title and for as long as he continues to hold the title.

The authorised advertising spaces shall be identical to those on the world champion's jersey.
Wearing the continental champion’s jersey is prohibited as soon as the anti-doping commission, after
the review described in article 204 of the anti-doping rules, asserts that the rider committed an anti-
doping violation and until his definitive acquittal.

(text modified on 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.09.05).

Order of priority

1.3.071 Without prejudice to relevant provisions but applicable for all the disciplines, should various provi-
sions requiring the wearing of different jerseys apply to the same rider, the order of priority shall be
as follows: 
1. the leader's jerseys of the stage race
2. the leader's jersey of the cup, series or UCI classification
3. the world champion's jersey
4. the continental champion's jersey (not mandatory as per 1.3.070)
5. the national champion's jersey 
6. the national jersey (in accordance with 1.3.059).

If the leader of the UCI cyclo-cross world cup is also cyclo-cross world champion, he must wear the
world champion’s jersey.

(text modified on 26.08.04; 1.01.05; 1.01.06, 1.02.07; 1.09.08; 1.01.09; 1.10.09; 1.10.10). 

Sanctions

1.3.072 The following infringements shall be penalised as indicated below:
(the sums are the fine in CHF)

1. Non-regulation clothing (colour and layout)
- rider: 50 to 200 and start not permitted
- team: 250 to 500 per rider

2. Non-regulation advertising
2.1 Team, per rider bearing non-regulation advertising:

- jersey: 500 to 2,100 and start of the rider concerned not permitted 
- shorts: 300 to 1,050 and start of the rider concerned not permitted

§ 10

§ 9

§ 8
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- skinsuit: 700 to 3,000 and start of the rider concerned not permitted
2.2 Leader’s jersey

- organiser: 1,000 to 2,100 per rider concerned and rider not obliged to wear the jersey
- team: 1,000 to 2,100 per rider concerned and start of the riders concerned not permitted

3. Leader's jersey
3.1 Unavailability of jerseys or skinsuits as required by the race regulations 

- organiser: 1,000 to 2,100 per rider concerned
3.2 Leader's jersey or skinsuit not fit to wear 

- organiser: 1,000 to 2,100 per rider concerned
3.3 Allocation of unauthorised jerseys 

- organiser: 1,000 to 2,100 per jersey concerned
4. Rider not wearing:

- world champion's jersey: team: 2,500 to 5,000 and start of the rider concerned not permitted
- leader's jersey of a UCI cup, circuit, series or classification: 
- team: 2,500 to 5,000 and start of the rider concerned not permitted 

- rider: start not permitted and loss of 50 points in the UCI classification concerned
- national champion's jersey: team: 2,500 to 5,000
- national clothing: team: 500 to 1,000 per rider and start of the riders concerned not permitted

5. National team clothing:
- failure to submit to the UCI (article 1.3.056): national federation: 500 to 10,000

6. World champion's equipment:
- in breach of article 1.3.066 or 1.3.067: rider: 2,000 to 100,000
- wearing of the jersey in a discipline, speciality or category other than that in which it was won: 

rider: 2,000 to 10,000
- in breach of article 1.3.065: rider: 200 to 10,000
-  in breach of article 1.3.064: rider 2,000 to 10,000
- logo of UCI Team Time Trial World Champions not worn: team: 10,000

7. National champion’s jersey: 
- in breach of article 1.3.068, second paragraph: rider: 200 to 10,000.

The amounts of the fines set above are doubled in the event of an offence during a world championship.

(text modified on 1.03.01; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.10.10; 1.07.11; 1.07.12). 
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Section 4: identification of riders

Identification number
1.3.073 During competitions, the following provisions shall be made for the identification of riders.

Discipline/speciality Body number Frame Shoulder Handlebar 
number number * number

Road
One-day races 2 1
Stage races 2 1
Time trials 1
Cyclo-cross 1 2
Track
Sprint 2
Ind. pursuit. 1
Team pursuit 1
1 km TT 1
500 m TT 1
Points race 2
Keirin 2
Team sprint 1
Madison 2
Omnium (all events) 2
BMX 2 (lateral)
Mountain bike 
(all events) 1 1

* The shoulder numbers shall be worn on the upper forearm so it’s visible frontally.

(text modified on 1.01.01; 1.01.04; 1.01.05; 1.09.05; 1.01.06; 1.02.11; 1.02.12).

1.3.074 Unless otherwise stipulated the number panels and plates shall bear black characters on a white
background.
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1.3.075 The characters, panels and plates shall be of the following dimensions:

Body Frame Shoulder Handlebar 
number number & number number

Helmet
stickers for
handcycle

Height 18 cm 9 cm 11 cm 18 cm MTB 
20 cm BMX

Width 16 cm 13 cm 12 cm 18 cm MTB 
25 cm BMX

Digits 10 cm 6 cm 7 cm 8 cm MTB 
10 cm BMX

Line width 1.5 cm 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 1.5 cm MTB and BMX
Advertising height 6 cm rectangle height 2 cm the upper and lower part

on the lower of 11x2 cm on the lower - BMX upper height 6 cm
part on the lower part on the lower part

or upper part

(text modified on 1.01.01; 1.01.04; 1.10.09; 1.01.11).

1.3.076 Riders shall ensure that their identification number is visible and legible at all times. The identifica-
tion number shall be well fixed and may not be folded or altered.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.077 Identification numbers shall be provided free of charge by the organiser. They shall be issued after
the rider's licence has been checked by the commissaires' panel.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.078 At world championships, the identification numbers shall be provided by the UCI. The advertising
space shall be reserved for the UCI.

(text modified on 1.01.05).

1.3.079 [abrogated 1st January 2005].

1.3.080 Any rider dropping out of the race shall immediately remove his identification number.

(text modified on 01.01.05).


